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TIFFANY TOP HUNG SLIDERS

PRL’s exclusive top hung Tiffany doors are excellent choice for any interior offices.  

The Tiffany is typically ceiling mounted,  however with a modified track option we are 

able to fascia mount it as well.  Another advantage is the slotted holes required in the 

glass to mount the  Tiffany roller insures your panels will not slip in time with usage as 

many pressure fit types allow.  



AVAILABLE SET UPS

The Tiffany can be used in several applications, whether it be a single slider, a slider / 

sidelite , or bi parting pairs.

The Tiffany is NOT designed to work as a “by-passing” or multi slide system due to 

the fact weight hangs the sliding panels alone and bottom of door is free with an 

exposed bottom guide attempting to do design as bi-passing the floor guide could be 

a trip hazard and the bottom of bypassing doors could sway and hit each other 

causing damage to the lites.



STANDARD ROLLERS
■ 2-3/8” diameter in profile

■ Capable of supporting doors up to:

– 200 lbs per Panel using 2 Rollers

– 350 lbs per panel using 3 Rollers

■ Maximum panel sizes are to be 

considered in conjunction with 

maximum panel weights. Maximum 

width is 50” and max height is 108” 
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PETITE ROLLER

■ 1-3/16 diameter or 1-3/16 square in profile.  The Petite are much smaller 

brackets and therefore have a modified weight capacity limited to 160 lbs

for 2 or 200 lbs for 3. Maximum panel sizes are to be considered in 

conjunction with maximum panel weights.

■ Maximum width is 42” and max height is 108” 

■ The Petite rollers are ideal for smaller applications, perhaps a display case 

or interior transaction window.



■ 1 3/16” diameter in profile 

■ Capable of supporting doors up to:

– 160 lbs per Panel using 2 Rollers

– 200 lbs per panel using 3 Rollers

PETITE ROUND ROLLER
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PETITE SQUARE ROLLER

■ 1 3/16” diameter in profile 

■ Capable of supporting doors up to:

– 160 lbs per Panel using 2 Rollers

– 200 lbs per panel using 3 Rollers
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GLASS TYPE

The Tiffany system is designed to 

accept either 3/8” or ½” monolithic 

glass.  PRL recommends if using 

3/8” your opening size does not 

exceed 84” due deflection concerns.



AVAILABLE FINISHES

■ Rollers:

– #8  Polished 

Stainless Steel, & 

#4 Brushed 

Stainless Steel 

■ The actual tracks:

– Anodized and 

painted options if 

the customer so 

chooses



X-SINGLE DOOR



BI-PARTING PAIR



XO- SINGLE DOOR & SIDELITE



OXXO- PAIR OF 
DOORS & SIDELITES



TRACKS

PRL can supply the Tiffany tracks in nearly any finish required.  They are typically clad 

in stainless steel to match the rollers however they can be Anodized or Powder 

coated as well to suit your design needs.  There are 2 standard track profiles. We 

carry the 1-3/8 x 1-5/8 single track for applications with doors only, whether it be a 

single or pair.  We also carry a 2-3/8” x 1-5/8 track which has a reglet for wet glazing 

sidelites into your package.  Each application is looked at custom and we can run 

tracks full width of elevation for an even head sightline or we can offer the single track 

at door opening and sliding area only, with end caps of course, for less metal look.

If in the rare occasion the client is wanting to surface mount the track directly to the 

face of the wall a special track will need to be used.  Please note for this application 

however it is the glaziers responsibility to ensure adequate support in the wall to 

withstand the weights.



TRACKS



LOCK OPTIONS: 
When locks on Tiffany sliders are required we must 

know at time of bid to assess the overall opening 

widths and what type of lock would best suit your 

applications needs and budget.

The most common type of lock would be a smaller 

euro type that would fit onto the bottom leading 

edge of the slider and strike into the floor. 

For single door applications a center lock housing 

equipped with a hook type bolt to strike into a 

custom jamb.  The client may also decide to go with 

a floor striking locking ladder pull as well.  In any 

lock application we must review each opening width 

since adding a lock will impede into the overall clear 

opening when door is slid open to its maximum.



PULLS
Tiffany type systems can use pretty 

much any pull handle PRL offers 

however it is ideally recommended 

to use a flush type handle such as 

the Sliding door finger pull which 

will not protrude far from the face of 

glass to allow the sliding panel to 

completely slide behind the 

adjacent sidelite or wall.  When 

ladder or other straight pull stiles 

are used we simply recommend 

slightly widening your  door 

opening width once considering the 

pulls projection and location on the 

door to ensure local Clear opening 

codes are adhered to.



FINGER PULL



EASY- LOCK LADDER PULL


